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Ausdance NSW was established in 1977 as the dedicated service provider 
for dance within the state. 

 
Funded since 1986, Ausdance NSW is part of a network of Ausdance 

organizations delivering programs across the country. 
 

Ausdance NSW is committed to raising the profile of dance within the state 
and to gain recognition for NSW based companies and artists both 

nationally and internationally.	
	 HELP US SUPPORT YOU! 

Become a member today! 
$66 Individual / $33 Concession / $110 Organization 

Join	Online:	www.ausdancensw.com.au	

www.ausdancensw.com.au 
FOLLOW US 

Ausdance NSW             @ausdancensw           @ausdance_nsw 

 The professional peak 
body for dance in NSW 
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Foreword from the Chair 
 

2015 has been another excellent year for AUSDANCE NSW! 

For us locally, Michelle and the staff are to be congratulated on achieving increased funding for 
the next triennium from the NSW State government – an incredible achievement given the current 
context for the Arts sector. 

An exciting Strategic Plan has also been compiled for 2016-18, focused on strengthening sector 
networks; capacity building and industry sustainability; increasing reach and advocacy; and 
building the organization’s own capacity and sustainability. Alongside this goes the increased use 
of the new website and CRM. 

The event ‘A Glance at Dance’, held on the 24th of November at The Arts Exchange Building in 
Sydney, was a great success – an opportunity to network and thank many of those involved in 
achieving so much during the year. 

There are changes locally in terms of the Director also taking on a part-time role with Ausdance 
Victoria, and new staff being appointed in the Sydney office. 

The team at Ausdance NSW, led so ably by Michelle, and my colleagues on the Ausdance NSW 
Board, deserves thanks for all their hard work and commitment during the year. 

Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year and we look forward to celebrating with you further 
growth and success in 2016 and, of course, celebrating our 40th anniversary in 2017! 

 

Professor Elizabeth More AM, 

Chair, Ausdance NSW 
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Message from the Director 
 

It has been another big year for Ausdance NSW. Engaging with many artists, organizations, teachers and 
educators and government and funding agencies.   
 
Some highlights from across the year, Birrang 3yr program for Indigenous artists, A Glance at Dance, 
Industry nights were introduced in 2015, taking a cohort of 12 NSW dance artists to attend The National 
Dance Forum and Dance Massive, working with all our various partners, promoting and enabling work to 
happen by incredible artists.   
We also continue to work with the National Ausdance Network to provide opportunities and advocacy for 
the sector.   
 
My sincere thanks go to the board and the wonderful staff in 2015; Kylie Millwood, Mel Tyquin, Anna 
Healey, Elle Evangelista and contract positions undertaken by Lauren Vassallo and Keeping Company. A 
big thank you to all our partners.   
I have enjoyed working closely with the board to set the vision and write the strategic plan for the future 
2016-18. This was submitted as part of our funding submission for our 3yr core funding.   
At the end of the year we received good news that we had retained our core funding through Arts NSW, 
and received a small increase to the core budget, after 13yrs on a static budget. We are also excited to 
report to the sector that we have secured a small amount of devolved funding for dance which will be 
launched in June 2016.   
 
At the end of 2015 I was appointed to the role of Executive Director Ausdance Victoria.   
I will undertake this role whilst continuing to oversee the strategic direction of Ausdance NSW, which I 
have successfully run for the last three years, thanks to a small but wonderful team and board. This is the 
first time in Ausdance’s history that there has been leadership across two states. The board, funders and 
members are tremendously excited at the opportunities this will bring for both the respective organizations 
and ultimately the dance sector. 
   
Personally and professionally, I know this is a privilege to undertake this dual role. It is also a real 
opportunity for innovation in organizational leadership. Two small organizations, with small resources that 
collectively have a wealth of skills, from artists, staff and board members. Who serve, advocate and 
enable a host of very, very talented and diverse performers, teachers, educators, choreographers, 
directors, producers, students, companies, schools, organizations and wider communities.   
 
Victoria and NSW have an amazing mix of dance and other art-form offerings ranging in scale, and 
encapsulating different cultures, genres and ages. Thriving with arts activity that is truly celebrated and 
backed by the state governments.   
I will continue to build on the good work done over the last 38 years. I will be focusing on growing and 
consolidating Ausdance NSW‘s organizational capacity, broadening its reach and increasing depth of 
engagement. So in-turn we are in a good position to strengthen the dance sector.   
 
  
Michelle Silby   
 
Director Ausdance NSW                                                                                                                      
Executive Director Ausdance Victoria  
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The Ausdance National Network 

 

The Ausdance network is made up of Ausdance National and offices in SA, WA, NSW, Victoria 
and QLD. Each organization is independently incorporated and not-for-profit. 

Ausdance represents your interests at a national and international level through political 
advocacy for dance in Canberra, and through national partnerships and projects such as the 
National Dance Forum, the Australian Dance Awards and the National Curriculum.  

We work to: 

• Communicate the valuable contribution dance makes to the lives of all Australians. 
• Support sustainable careers through industry partnerships and skills development 

programs. 
• Share best practice standards for safe dance, teaching methodology and business 

practice. 
• Foster international networks that provide career opportunities for Australian dance artists. 
• Encourage discussion about the value and purpose of dance by publishing writing, 

research and good news. 

 
Look for information, resources and publications that support and sustain your practice on the 
Ausdance National website:  ausdance.org.au/publications  
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About Ausdance NSW 
	

 

Ausdance NSW has been serving the dance sector for over 38 yrs. Our primary purpose is to 
advocate for and develop dance. 

Dance is a small word that covers a broad scope. We have many services and programs sitting 
alongside our broader advocacy work.  Dance embraces different genres and contexts: training, 
research, performance, productions, education, youth, social inclusion, health & wellbeing.  

We also have partnerships and programs that specifically work with First Nations people, 
integrated dance practice (people with and without a disability). We liaise with Major performing 
arts companies as well as providing strong support for the Independent and small to medium 
dance sector. We also run the Tertiary Dance Network, comprising Universities that provide 
tertiary dance education in NSW.  

 

Mission Statement 

To create, support and promote opportunities for dance in NSW and invest in its ongoing 
development. 

 

Overarching Goals 

1. To champion innovation, creativity and diversity in dance. 

2. To advocate and demonstrate high standards of professionalism in the dance industry. 

3. To mobilize cooperation in support of dance development. 

4. To promote dance creation, presentation and participation. 

5. To promote the interaction of NSW dance within the national and international arenas. 

6. Ensure the stability and sustainability of the organization. 
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Strategic Framework 
 

2015 is a one-year extension of the 2012 - 2014 business plan, which will feed in to the 2015-
2020 plan. 
 
Ausdance NSW aims to see dance thrive in NSW and all its communities with more people from 
metropolitan, regional and remote areas being able to access quality dance opportunities. 
Ausdance strives to achieve this by providing advice, advocacy and dance programs to a range 
of people, contexts and environments in partnership with others. 
Ausdance recognizes that people partake in dance for many different reasons; health, social, 
leisure, wellbeing, professional practice, therefore NSW needs to be able to provide a range of 
opportunities and activities in different contexts; professional training/development for dance 
artists and organizations, dance education, lifelong learning opportunities, social dance classes 
(counteract isolation), youth dance/arts, creative opportunities for an ageing population, and the 
preschoolers. 
  
Ausdance NSW for 2015 
Key Priority 1 - Access, engagement and participation 
1.1            Expand and strengthen strategic partnership initiatives  
1.2            Develop / facilitate live and virtual opportunities for engagement and participation 

across NSW 
  
Key Priority 2 - Capacity building and industry sustainability  
2.1            Identify and respond to industry issues and needs 
2.2            Provide programs to support dance development 
2.3            Build online communication resources to assist dance practitioners 
2.4            Sustain viable revenue streams for the organization 
  
Key priority 3 - Advocacy and development  
3.1            Provide representation for NSW dance to key government decision makers 
3.2            Establish a targeted development strategy to support NSW dance initiatives 
  
Key Priority 4 - Building Ausdance NSW organizational capacity 
4.1            Strengthening the organization through the board and committees 
4.2            Exploring and implementing partnerships and systems to enable efficient delivery of 

programs and services 
  
Key Priority 5 - Build the financial stability of the organization 
5.1            Continuous improvement of systems to ensure cost effective management 
5.2            Improve financial operating model by strengthening partnerships and diversifying 

income streams 
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Board 
 

Prof Elizabeth More AM, Chair, Joined 2007 

Professor Elizabeth More is the Foundation Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business at the 
Australian Catholic University (ACU), taking up this newly-created position in April 2010. Professor 
More joined the ACU University following a period as Professor of Management and MBA and 
Research Director at the Macquarie Graduate School of Management, Academic Director of 
Macquarie University’s City Campus, and a five-year period as Deputy Vice-Chancellor at Macquarie 
and Canberra universities. Prior to these positions she was Director of the Graduate School of 
Management, Chair of Academic Senate at Macquarie University, and Managing Director of MGSM 
Pty Ltd.  

Peter Seligman, Treasurer, Joined 2014 

Peter is a qualified engineer with a finance degree. He has diverse experience in a range of roles and 
industries, from which he brings a considered and insightful perspective to problem solving. Peter 
started his career as a design engineer before moving into project management roles in the 
construction industry. Leveraging his experience in infrastructure risk management, and his finance 
qualifications, he took a role with Macquarie Group that exposed him to large infrastructure 
investments, structured equity finance and other global banking operations. He also spent time 
leading a team for Macquarie in London. On his return from London he joined Stockland, firstly with 
the newly formed Group Risk team and then as the National Manager for Operations, Casual Leasing 
and Brand Alliance in the Retail business. The Arts, and music in particular, have always been a big 
part of Peter's life, having played the violin since he was 5 years old and taking on a number of other 
instruments over time. Most notably he toured with SBS Television Youth Orchestra through Europe, 
Asia Pacific and Australia. The Ausdance Board is yet another opportunity for Peter to engage with 
the Arts community, applying his broad skills and experience to moving Ausdance NSW forward. 

Pamela Edwards, Public Officer, Joined 2007 – August 2015 

Pamela returned to Australia after 17 years in the United Kingdom and became a self-employed 
consultant specializing in the funds management industry advising on cross border funds and 
marketing. In 2000-2003 Pamela held the position of Executive Director, Legal Services at Fidelity 
Investments International, UK. Pamela’s background as a Solicitor and Partner for various corporate 
and commercial Law firms and as General Counsel with Tyndall Holdings PLC, UK has proven 
valuable. During Pamela’s years with Tyndall Holdings PLC (subsequently Jupiter Tyndall Plc) she 
was the Company Secretary of this public listed company and in that capacity she attended all board 
meetings and participated as an executive in the Management committee meetings, which were the 
strategic meetings of the executive officers of the company, which made all 
strategic recommendations to the Board. Pamela was elected to the Ausdance NSW Board in 2007. 
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Kay Armstrong, Board Member, Joined 2009 – March 2015 

Kay graduated from West Australian Academy of Performing Arts in 1988. Since moving to Sydney in 
1989 Kay has worked professionally as a dancer and actor in theatre, film, television, theatre-in-
education, corporate theatre and street theatre. She has been seen in T.V commercials, feature film 
and theatre.  Kay is a well-respected independent dance artist. She is a committed and prolific 
member of the NSW dance community and continues to champion the art form by becoming involved 
in the many facets of the dance community from creating, producing, mentoring, to teaching.  

She also volunteers her time and knowledge to the growth and development of the sector by sitting 
on boards and accepting invitations to sit on peer assessment committees such as – Arts NSW 
Dance Committee Member (2000-2003) Robert Helpmann Scholarship Committee (2002, 2006), 
Critical Path Board (artist rep 2007, peer assessment panel 2007), External Advisory Committee 
ACPE (2008), DirtyFeet board member (2008-2009), Short, Sweet and Dance Festival panel (2007, 
2008), Ausdance NSW Residency Program Assessment panel (2008). 

 

Michelle Phipps (nee Bakar), Board Member, Joined 2014 

Michelle Phipps (nee Bakar) joined the Ausdance Board in 2014 and offers strategic input to the 
overall business and organization drawing from over 20 years of retail, education and FMCG 
background in the areas of human resources, marketing and branding. She holds a PhD in 
Communications from University of Technology Sydney where she has worked as a Guest Lecturer 
and a Masters in HR from Charles Sturt University. Michelle has had over 4 years Board experience 
including membership to the Kellogg Company Board for Australia/New Zealand and Chair of the 
Board of Trustees for the Kellogg Superannuation Fund Australia (KRF). She has 9+ years in Sales, 
Marketing and HR at senior level across several national and multi-national and listed companies 
including David Jones, Ella Bache, Kellogg Company and Coles Supermarkets. Michelle currently 
oversees the Human Resources Function across Asia Pacific for Brown Forman.  

Most significantly, Michelle possesses a keen passion for performance, having been a former 
professional dancer/singer. She performed with Christine Anu and the Bangarra Dance Company for 
Christine's first Album tour around Australia including WOMAD, and performed in several professional 
musical theatre productions including Miss Saigon, Madame Butterfly, the Australian Tour of HAIR as 
well as achieving Advanced level in SATD ballet in Melbourne. 
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Rebecca Taylor, Board Member, Joined 2008 

Rebecca Taylor has extensive experience in the arts sector in management, research, policy, 
learning & development, and as a professional performer. With qualifications in social research and 
politics, she has worked across government, tertiary and arts sectors, including research for audience 
and cultural development for government arts agencies. Rebecca has worked as a professional 
dancer in Australia, the USA and UK, including the English National Ballet, Connecticut Ballet and 
with independent choreographers. 

Rebecca also has experience as a ballet and contemporary dance teacher, and has worked with 
student outreach programs in the USA. Rebecca’s dance career is now focused on training and 
performance in International Latin Dance. She has performed a Latin Dance Showcase in Sydney in 
2009 and has recently travelled to the USA to train with competitors and coaches in New York and 
Los Angeles.  

Rebecca currently holds the position of Policy Review Officer at the Sydney Opera House, previously 
holding positions of Learning and Development Consultant and Manager, Organization Development 
and Learning with the Sydney Opera House. In previous years Rebecca has worked with Macquarie 
University, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian Council for the Arts and Historical Houses Trust 
of NSW.  

 

Margot Branson, Joined 2015 

BCOM LLB LAW UNSW. With over 20 years of experience as a lawyer, specialising in banking and 
financial market transactions Margot brings extensive risk management and legal expertise to the 
Ausdance NSW Board.  Currently a Division Director at Macquarie Group Limited, Margot has worked 
in premier law firms in both Sydney and London, including Henry Davis York and Allen & Overy and 
also held senior legal roles within the Commonwealth Bank of Australia.  During this time Margot has 
participated as a senior executive within those organisations, run complex transactions and mentored 
and managed teams. Margot has a reputation as a commercial and pragmatic lawyer, able to quickly 
recognise and assess key risks. Margot has also used her legal, governance and commercial skills to 
assist social venture start-ups through a social enterprise-mentoring program funded by the 
Macquarie Group Foundation. Margot brings a wealth of knowledge and experience from the legal 
and financial services sectors. Currently a division director at Macquarie Bank she is a key member of 
the groups legal team. Having worked both in Australia and England, Margot brings an international 
perspective to the Board and will be a great asset in terms of governance and risk management. 
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Staff 
 

The Director, Michelle Silby, will continue at the helm of Ausdance NSW and at the end of 2015 
was also appointed as the Executive Director of Ausdance Victoria. This dual role will aim to 
establish more synchronicity across the two states and growth of the dance industry in the two 
cultural hubs of the country. 
 
The Business Development role was integral in creating business relationships for the 
organization, and management of the Associated Organizations. The team member within this 
role stepped down during 2015 and the Director, supported by other remaining staff members, 
took on these tasks. Going forward, this role will form part of the new Manager role.  
 
The Dance Development Office role was piloted for the first time in 2015; During this time the role 
was successfully shared by two members of the team. This role was pivotal in organizing our 
programs such as DAIR, Auspicing and community engagement and will be sure to continue in 
the Ausdance NSW structure after much success.  
 
Our Accounts have been managed through a staff member of Keeping Company for the last 3yrs 
and we will continue to maintain this agreement. 
 

A new team member took on the Marketing role in March. The primary function of this role is to 
maintain the public face of the organization by maintaining and updating social media, creating 
newsletters and content, branding, organizing membership benefits and aiding in the promotion 
of members events and the organizations projects. This role will be developed in 2016 to become 
a full time role that will be shared with Ausdance Victoria.  
 
An additional team member was hired to maintain general administration duties during the interim 
period in the change of staff. This was a short contract position for three months, undertaken by 
Lauren Vassallo.  
 
Thank you to the team in 2015: Kylie Millwood, business development (2014-2015), Elle 
Evangelista, marketing (2015) and the part-time Dance Development Officer position shared by 
the wonderful Mel Tyquinn and Anna Healey.   
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2015 in Review (Executive Summary) 
 

Partnerships and Key Relationships 
 
Maintained relationships with the following organizations: 
Sydney Opera House 
ReadyMade Works 
Sydney Dance Company 
Campbelltown Arts Centre 
Critical Path 
ACPE (Australian College of Physical Education) 
FORM Dance Projects 
Regional Arts NSW 
Accessible Arts 
 
Birrang 
 
Birrang is a 3-year program that comes to an end in 2015. Aimed at Indigenous dancers, Birrang 
is a creative and professional development program supported by Arts NSW, coordinated by 
Ausdance NSW and in partnership with Regional Arts NSW, Bangarra Dance Theatre, NAISDA 
Dance College, Carriageworks, the Australian Film, Television and Radio School and Bankstown 
Youth Development Service. The 2015 program included: 
 
- 8 applicants for the Market Development Workshop  
- 5 applicants for the Creative Residency 
- 9 applicants for the Creative Lab:  
 
Creative Lab Applicants: 
 
Caleena Sansbury 
Gloria Mercy  
Ian RT Colless  
Jo Clancy  
Kerry Johnson  
Monica Stevens  
Sharon Mason  
Steve Donovan 
Thomas ES Kelly 
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Professional Workshops 
 
In 2015 Ausdance NSW delivered one workshop with Thomas Bradley as part of Dance Week 
2015.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image: Thomas Bradley leading workshop at Sydney Dance Company as part of Dance Week 2015. 
 
DAIR (Dance Artist in Residence) 
 
The 2015 DAIR program saw Ausdance NSW partner with ReadyMade Works and ACPE 
(Australian College of Physical Education) to provide artists with 17 weeks of space to develop 
their work, totaling over 611 hours of valuable residency time. These relationships are vital, 
providing $14,000 of in-kind space. As a result of DAIR 2015, Ausdance NSW was able to 
provide residency to 9 artists. Providing NSW based dance artists, makers and practitioners with 
this rare chance to develop their work is a direct reflection of Ausdance NSW’s mission to create, 
support and promote opportunities for dance in the state. 
 
Auspicing 
 
In 2015, Ausdance NSW wrote support letters for over 10 members and their grant applications 
and was able to auspice 4 Ausdance NSW members, working alongside Arts NSW: 
 
Cadi McCarthy and Flipside Dance ($55,000) 
Sarah Vyne-Vassallo ($60,000) 
Murmuration ($60,000) 
Philip Channells ($50,000) 
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National Dance Forum in Conjunction with Dance Massive 
 

Ausdance NSW received a grant from Arts NSW to enable 10-12 artists to participate in the 2015 
National Dance Forum held alongside Dance Massive. The National Dance Forum (NDF) ran 
over 3 days and in 2015 had a specific focus on the discourse of dance, subtleties and nuances 
of innovation and changing structures and their effects. Director, Michelle Silby, attended the 
forum in Melbourne along with representatives from the NSW dance community; Philip Channells, 
Lizzie Thompson, Cadi McCarthy, Sarah-Vyne Vassallo, Thomas E.S. Kelly, Gaby and Rob 
McCredie, Miranda Wheen, Annalouise Paul, Ian RT Colless and Vicki van Hout. The participants 
each had a specific focus to document, which they contributed to a journal and spoke about at 
the post NDF event held as part of A Glance at Dance during Dance Week. Their writings can be 
downloaded via our website www.ausdancensw.com.au. Some of our attendees including Vicki 
van Hout, Thomas ES Kelly and Philip Channells sat on panels across the week. Many NSW 
based artists performed in works throughout the festival program. These artists include Darren 
Edwards, Thomas E Kelly, Katina Olsen, Caleena Sansbury, Taree Sansbury in Vicki Van 
Hout’s Long Grass, Claire “Scarlett” Burrows, Julian Crotti, Michael Cutrupi, LaLa Gabor, Ally 
Garrett, Latai Taumoepeau, Anastasia Zaravinos in Force Majeure’s Nothing To Lose, directed 
by Kate Champion and choreographed by Ghenoa Gela, Martin del Amo, Shona Erskine, 
Benjamin Hancock, Raghav Handa and Nalina Wait in Sue Healey’s On View: Quintet and 
Kristina Chan in Victoria Chiu’s Do You Speak Chinese?  

Follow this link for the complete 2015 Dance Massive Program: 

http://dancemassive.com.au/program/ 

 
Ausdance NSW thanks Arts NSW for the provision of strategic funding to enable a cohort of 
artists to attend the National Dance Forum and the follow up forum session held at the ‘A Glance 
at Dance’ event. Ausdance NSW is grateful for the support and partnership provided by Arts 
NSW and was honored that Arts NSW staff members Denise King and Denise Wilkie were able 
to attend the NDF also.  The National Dance Forum booklet can be found on the Ausdance NSW 
website.  

Follow this link:  

https://ausdancensw.com.au/whats-on/news/national-dance-forum-2015-0 
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Dance Week 2015 
 

This state and national project was set up by the Ausdance network and aims to provide a focus 
for people taking part in dance and to welcome people to dance for the first time. Each state and 
territory celebrated National Dance week from 2-10 May 2015. 
 
Ausdance NSW celebrated Dance Week 2015 with four main events, which are outlined below: 

Post NDF Forum as part of A Glance at Dance 
 
Ausdance NSW created the Post NDF forum event to occur during Dance Week. It was decided 
that this event would become an exciting industry event held within the theatre of ATYP 
(Australian Theatre for Young People). Guests included Ausdance NSW members, 
representatives from funding bodies, representatives from the independent sector and also 
organizations. Our Director introduced our Associated Organizations 2016-2018 and a 
performance from the Wagana Aboriginal Dancers and a Welcome to Country by Uncle Ray 
Davison. Sam Chester facilitated the post NDF forum and guests were able to speak to the 
attendees during the final part of the evening. Approximately 80 guests from a diverse range of 
experiences, stages of their careers and backgrounds attended the evening. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Images: Michelle Silby, Director of Ausdance NSW, introducing Associated Organizations at Glance at Dance (left). Michelle Silby 
with Elizabeth Rogers, Regional Arts NSW Chief Executive Officer.  
 
Member Workshop 
 
As part of Dance Week we ran a members only complimentary workshop with Thomas Bradley 
with space generously donated in kind by Sydney Dance Company. The 3-hour workshop 
consisted of a contemporary class, Vogueing and a question and answer session with Thomas. 
The workshop was held prior to the NDF function so participants could attend both events within 
the same location. 
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“My dance family is….” 
 
To engage more participation on our Instagram account, Ausdance NSW held a competition on 
Instagram asking followers to respond to the statement “My dance family is…” With over 20 
entries, a winner was selected by random and won a free hour photo shoot with Sydney based 
photographer Maylei Hunt. 
 
Associated Organizations 
 
Ausdance NSW proudly has three Associated Organizations for the period 2016 – 2018 each 
located within New South Wales. This is a new project that aims to develop relationships with 
similar organizations involved in providing dance and dance based opportunities to all 
communities: integrated, rural, independent etc. and maximize outreach to these by working 
together to cross-promote and produce events and projects in NSW.  
 
Murmuration Dance Theatre 
 
Murmuration Dance Theatre is Sydney’s first professional integrated dance company, working 
alongside artists with and without disability to create new contemporary dance theatre works. 
Their program consists of two strands: Artist Residencies and Creative Learning. Both strands 
are driven by their core values of exchange, participation, observation and conversation. The 
program is made up of professional residencies, inclusive dance theatre workshops, studio open 
days, work-in-progress sharing’s, and artist forums. Murmuration Dance Theatre is committed to 
diversity and aims to create an environment which values and utilizes the contribution of its 
people from different backgrounds, experiences and perspectives. We foster integrated artistic 
excellence and provide greater opportunities for community inclusion in the performing arts. 
 
Catapult Dance 
 
Catapult Dance is a contemporary dance and dance theatre organization for professional dance 
artists, young people and emerging artists based in Newcastle, the Central Coast and the Greater 
Hunter.  
Catapult Dance is a not for profit organization and not a private dance school. Our mission is to 
strengthen the presence of contemporary dance in a non-traditional dance school setting, in 
Newcastle, the Central Coast and the Greater Hunter, creating a non-competitive, inclusive hub 
for young and emerging dancers: extending their networks and profile both in the professional 
arts and broader community. 
 
Dance Integrated 
 
Dance Integrated Australia creates new opportunities for people with diverse backgrounds to 
collaborate artistically. The mission is to develop the dance sector with disability-inclusive 
processes of engagement through dance education and community cultural development. The 
vision is to generate high quality artistic outcomes and develop exciting opportunities for artists to 
excel in dance. Led by a co-operative of associate artists with and without disability, we 
specialize in high quality dance education and performance projects, advocacy for disability arts 
practice, and professional development for dancers, teachers and artists working in schools, 
community groups and day centers. 
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DAIR (Dance Artists in Residence) 
 

Ausdance NSW’s Dance Artist in Residence Program (DAIR) connects artists to space.  This 
enables artists to invest in choreographic ideas and/or create new collaborations without the 
pressure of having to deliver any end product. 

Space is one of the largest prohibitive factors in ‘making work’ due to cost and availability. DAIR 
is an overhaul of all previous residency programs. The aim is to develop partnerships with 
different spaces, including universities, studios, companies and small organizations, to encourage 
them to provide space at no charge. In return Ausdance connects them with the dance industry 
and community, artists, choreographers, directors etc., in order to fuel the dance eco-system. In 
2015, we were fortunate to have partnered with ReadyMade Works and ACPE in order to provide 
a total of 611.5 recorded hours of residency space to 9 successful applicants.  
 
2015 Successful DAIR Recipients: 
 
Anna Kuroda 
Annalouise Paul 
Brooke Stamp 
Ghenoa Gela 
Ivey Wawn 
Lizzie Thomson 
Philip Channells 
Rhiannon Newton 
Ryuichi Fujimura 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Images: Rhiannon Newton creating solo ‘Assemblies for one Body’ in DAIR residency (top). Rhiannon Newton’s DAIR residency 
rehearsal (left). Anna Kuroda/Muraski Penguin in DAIR residency (right).  

In 2016, we hope to continue cultivating current partnerships, as well as generate new 
relationships with possible ‘DAIR’ host venues and organizations, particularly in regional areas. 
Please contact Ausdance NSW if you would like to participate in DAIR 2016. 
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Birrang 
 

Birrang is about providing creative and professional development opportunities for Indigenous 
dance artists based in NSW. 

Birrang is a 3-year program that comes to an end in 2015. Aimed at Indigenous dance, Birrang is 
a creative and professional development program supported by Arts NSW, coordinated by 
Ausdance NSW, Regional Arts NSW and Bangarra Dance Theatre, in partnership with NAISDA 
Dance College, Carriageworks, the Australian Film, Television and Radio School and Bankstown 
Youth Development Service. It is an exciting and unique collaboration between these 7 peak arts 
bodies and organizations, which provide a professional platform for Aboriginal and/or Torres 
Strait Islander dancers based in New South Wales aged over 21, with at least 3 years’ 
experience or training, to develop their practice. 
 
Designed to assist both emerging and mid-career dance artists in gaining the skills and networks 
that will serve to strengthen their careers in the dance industry, 2015 was the final year of Birrang 
and included a creative lab, residency and business development course. Working across the 
spectrum of cultural and creative dance, Birrang has already achieved significant outcomes for 
artists including the development of new works, and providing guidance in managing and 
sustaining a professional dance career.  

The Creative Lab was held at Carriageworks from 10 – 14 August and was facilitated by Jo 
Clancy. The Lab included sessions by Jo Clancy, Ian RT Colless, Vicki van Hout, Thomas E.S. 
Kelly, and Timothy Ohl with over 10 participants from all throughout New South Wales. 

The recipient of the Creative Residency, which was held at NAISDA, was Jo Clancy. Jo used her 
time in residence to work under the collective of ‘Wagana Aboriginal Dancers’ to create a new 
Contemporary Aboriginal dance work called ‘Gaurii - have you ever found a feather’ which was 
presented at festivals, in schools and 
communities, and at daCi (Dance and the 
Child International). 

  

 

 

 

 

                                     Image: Birrang Artists in workshop. 
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The Birrang Market Development Workshop was held at The Arts Exchange Building on 
December 4th and was facilitated by Merindah Donnelly. The focus of the Creative Business 
Course was on assisting dance artists and emerging producers to build the knowledge and skills 
to support their capacity to bring their work to final stage production, and ultimately be 
programmed for presentation and/or touring. 
 
Following the Market Development Workshop, the coordinators of Birrang, Ausdance NSW and 
Bangarra Dance Theatre, hosted Building on Birrang at The Arts Exchange. The purpose of this 
day was to examine the outcomes of the Birrang initiative, and work together to envision how this 
momentum can be taken forward and built upon to achieve even more successful outcomes for 
Indigenous dance artists based in NSW. Cathie Craigie facilitated this day. 

Over its 3 years of activity, Birrang has received 29 separate applications for the Market 
Development Workshop, 12 separate applications for the Creative Residency, 46 separate 
applications for the Creative Lab and 30 separate applications for the Creative Business Course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Images: Birrang Artists in workshop. 
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The following tables, extracted from the final Birrang Report generated by Shane Carroll, detail all 
of the participants and contributors involved in Birrang.  

 

 

Contributors Roles Organization/Program 
Andrea James Artistic Associate Carriageworks 
Anton (2014) Marketing Ausdance NSW 
Bradley Gilchrist Aboriginal Arts Officer Regional Arts NSW 
Brendon Boney Producer Speaker Microwave Jenny, Creative 

Business Course 
Cathie Craigie Facilitator, Building on Birrang FNWAN 

Dennis Stokes Indigenous Open Program AFTRS 
Elle Evangelista (2015) Marketing Ausdance NSW 
Fenn Gordon Speaker, Market Development Performing Lines (Senior 

Producer) 
Frances Rings Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Gina Shrubsall (2013) Marketing Ausdance NSW 
Guy Simon Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Ian R T Colless Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Jasmine Goulash Application Assessor NAISDA Dance College 
Jungah Weavers  Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Kim Walker Director NAISDA Dance College 
Kirk Page Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Kristina Chan Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Lisa Duff Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Merindah Donnelly Blakdance (2015), Australia 

Council (2013) 
Speaker, Facilitator; Market 
Development 

Michelle Silby Director Ausdance NSW 
Monica Davidson Specialist Speaker Freelance Success 
Narelle Benjamin Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Pauline Clague Indigenous Open Program AFTRS 
Phil Downing Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Prue McKiernan Administration Regional Arts NSW 
Robynne Young Communications Regional Arts NSW 
Shakthi Sivanathan Director; Speaker Curious Works; Birrang Creative 

Lab 
Shane Carroll Coordinator Birrang Bangarra Dance Theatre 
Tessa Boney Performer; Speaker Microwave Jenny; Creative 

Business Course 
Thomas E S Kelly Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
Tim Bishop Coordinator; Indigenous Officer Birrang Creative Residency, 

Business Course (Regional); 
Bankstown Youth Development 
Services 

Tim Carrol Director Bankstown Youth Development 
Services 

Vicki van Hout Session Leader Birrang Creative Lab 
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Artists Activities (number and specific activity/s) 
Amrita Hepi 1 Market Development Workshop 
Caleena Sansbury 1 Creative Lab 
Chantelle Woods 1 Creative Business Course 
Jennifer Williams 1 Creative Business Course 
Katina Olsen 8 Creative Business Course x 2, Creative Lab x 2, Market Development 

Workshop x 2, Creative Residency, APAM 

Frances Rings 1 Creative Business Course 
Chantal Kerr 1 Creative Business Course 
Kerry Johnson 3 Creative Lab x 2, Market Development Workshop 
Rayma Johnson 4 Creative Lab x 2, Creative Residency, Market Development Workshop  

Bradley Gilchrist 1 Creative Business Course 
Louana Sainsbury 2 Creative Business Course x 2 
Vicki van Hout 2 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab  
Ghenoa Gela 4 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab, Market Development Workshop, 

APAM  

Thomas ES Kelly 4 Creative Business Course x2, Market development Workshop 

Gavin Ivey 2 Creative Business Course, Creative Residency 
Kirk Page 1 Creative Business Course 
Marc Cora 1 Creative Business Course 
Mitch King 2 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab 
Hans Ahwang 1 Creative Residency 
Barbra Drummond 1 Creative Business Course 
Ian RT Colless 4 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab x 2, Creative Residency 

Monica Stevens 2 Creative Lab, Market Development Workshop 
Eric Avery 2 Creative Lab x 2 
Sharon Mason 3 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab x 2 
Clancy Johnson 1 Creative Lab 
David Carriage 2 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab 
Sarah Lugan 1 Creative Lab 
Ayeesha Blanco 1 Creative Residency 
Jo Clancy 7 Creative Lab x 3, Creative Residency x 2, Market Development 

Workshop, APAM 

Tim Bishop 4 Creative Business Course x 2, Creative Lab x 2 
Glory Mercy 1  Creative Lab 
Glen Thomas 1 Creative Residency 
Steven Donovan 4 Creative Business Course x 2, Creative Lab x 2 
Peta Strachan 1 Creative Lab 
Victor Chapman 2 Creative Business Course, Creative Lab 
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Artist Support 
 

Ausdance NSW connects and empowers the dance community by facilitating a comprehensive 
program that encourages cohesion and growth. We have created a number of training 
opportunities for 2015 that foster connections with the independent dance community.  
This is a fluid discussion that requires a rigor and investment from the community together with 
Ausdance NSW. We look forward to engaging with you through these various platforms and, 
together, creating a diverse and fruitful space for independent dance practice.  
 
This year we have been able to offer the following training opportunities: 

One-On-One Meetings 
 
Members were given the opportunity to meet with Michelle Silby, Ausdance NSW Director, for 
career mentorship and an opportunity to receive valuable information and advice on career 
pathways, progression and general practice. Several Ausdance NSW members made use of this 
service, finding it beneficial to their individual growth and understanding.  General one-on-one 
meetings are a service Ausdance NSW continues to provide its members as a courtesy and 
essential resource for those in need of advice, support and information, with different members of 
the team. 
 
Thomas Bradley Workshop 
 
Ausdance NSW was able to provide member Thomas Bradley the opportunity to expand his 
skillset and teach a workshop as part of Dance Week 2015. 
 
Auspicing 

In 2015, Ausdance NSW wrote support letters for over 10 members and their grant applications. 
These members include artists and organizations such as Cadi McCarthy, Catalyst, Lisa Griffiths, 
NAISDA, Narelle Benjamin, Phil Blackman, Philip Channells, Rakini Devi, Shaun Parker, Sue 
Healey and Thomas ES Kelly. This is an indication of Ausdance NSW’s endeavor to support a 
diverse range of artists and organizations of all forms and practices. 

Cadi McCarthy and Flipside Dance ($55,000) - Cadi McCarthy and Flipside Dance’s Youth Dance 
and Multi-Arts Project. 
Sarah Vyne-Vassallo ($60,000) – Sarah Vyne-Vassallo’s Murmuration Residency 
Murmuration ($60,000) – Murmuration Dance Theatre Program 2015 
Philip Channells ($50,000) – The Men’s Project 
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Marketing & Social Media 
 

                                              
Website 
In 2014, the Ausdance NSW 
website was rebuilt and rebranded. 
During 2015 we utilized all the new 
features of our new website 
including managing memberships, 
the ability for members to create 
profiles and access the directory 
and creation; advertising and 
management of events. The new 

website was much needed and we are still working as a 
team to utilize the full potential of the website’s 
capabilities.  

 

E-News 
In 2015 we sent out over 30 newsletters including 
member only updates featuring ticket giveaways, 
competitions and our upcoming events. We also had a 
featured newsletter highlighting integrated dance 
practice within NSW. The newsletter runs fortnightly and 
returns back to our website.  

 

Facebook 
During 2015, Facebook changed its settings, as such we 

had to merge our previous personal and public pages. 
Now that we are back on track we currently have 5,377 
likes (an increase of 56% since 2014) and an average 
post reach of 7,257. Although we do still have a 
‘personal’ profile, we aim to keep all promotional material 
moving through the Ausdance NSW page. We promote 
dance shows, call outs, workshops, classes through this 
page as well as sharing YouTube or popular and on-trend 
dance related videos. Facebook remains as our main and 
most effective form of social media. 
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Membership & Benefits 
 

Become an Ausdance Member today to help support the NSW dance community and to receive 
some great membership benefits along the way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M A K E  A N  A R T I S T  P R O F I L E  
Get involved and you get more exposure. As an Ausdance NSW member you will be able to 
create a user generated artist profile. Each week we get enquires from advertising agencies, 
production companies and producers looking for artists. Profiles will also allow you to search for 
and connect with other like-minded artists including photographers, film editors, production, and 
lighting designers. Get in and join the community.  
 
C R E A T E  A  D A N C E  D I R E C T O R Y  L I S T I N G  
Exposure galore! As an Ausdance NSW member you will be able to list your business. Calling 
all dance schools, dance spaces, dance wear companies, health practitioners or any dance/arts 
related business to get involved and join the community, let's get you found.  
 
C R E A T E  Y O U R  E  -  NEWS  
Contribute directly to the E- News and What's On section on our website and newsletters through 
our user generated facility. List your event, audition, workshop and call outs directly. Get involved 
by adding your voice to the community.  
 
RECE IVE  E X C L U S I V E  E -NEWS  
Receive our fortnightly e-newsletters, which keep you up to date with exclusive industry news, 
workshops, classes and opportunities. Free listings for members (over 2000 subscribers) 
 
J O I N  I N  S P E C I A L  M A S T E R  C L A S S E S  
Workshops are held exclusively for Ausdance NSW members throughout each year with guest 
facilitators including international, interstate and local dance artists. In 2015, opportunities were 
provided to Ausdance NSW members to attend workshops held by Thomas Bradley and Sam 
Chester. 
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A P P L Y  F O R  T H E  D A I R  S P A C E  R E S I D E N C Y   
Eligible for Ausdance NSW members DAIR (Dance Artist In Residence) Space Residency 
Programs provides space residencies at various host venues for independent dance artists, 
collectives or companies. This program is a direct response to the ongoing challenge of access to 
affordable and appropriate spaces for the development of their dance practice, creative 
development, mentorships and rehearsal of work. 
 
PROMOTE  YOUR  D A N C E  A C T I V I T I E S  
Ausdance NSW members have free contribution and promotion of dance activities in our 
fortnightly e-newsletter, website, across our social media platforms and throughout the Ausdance 
national networks. Resources include a range of advice, information or referrals plus invitations to 
a range of industry forums. 
 
GET  G R A N T  A U S P I C I N G  
Auspicing is a service provided to members of Ausdance NSW. It is the management of grant 
funds for individuals and organizations that are not incorporated associations or that have very 
limited infrastructure. Auspicing by Ausdance NSW means that your grant funds are managed on 
your behalf, and reported on to the funding body at the end of (and occasionally during) the 
funding period. 
Auspice fees apply to cover administrative, bank, and audit costs. Ausdance NSW charges a fee 
of 10% of grant funds. The Auspicing fee will be included in your grant application budget as an 
‘on top’ percentage charge after your complete budget is set. If the amount available is fixed, the 
percentage must be included in the fixed amount. 
 
GET  R E S O U R C E S  M A T E R I A L S  
Unique resource materials such as dance publications, fact sheets, guides, reports and statistics 
available for Ausdance NSW members. 
 
RECE IVE  ONE -ON - O N E  C A R E E R  A D V I C E  M E N T O R I N G  
Offered throughout the year an opportunity for Ausdance NSW members to book in and have a 
one-on-one career advice session with Ausdance NSW Director Michelle Silby or help from 
others members of the team. 
 
A T T E N D  G R A N T  W R I T I N G  W O R K S H O P S  
Offered throughout the year an opportunity for Ausdance NSW members to book in to our grant-
writing course with Ausdance NSW Director Michelle Silby. 
 
E X C L U S I V E  O F F E R S  T H R O U G H  A O N  I N S U R A N C E  
Ausdance Insurance Scheme offers a specially tailored insurance scheme for the dance 
profession and the wider arts community negotiated with AON Risk Services. Ausdance NSW 
members will currently get 15 months for 12 months. 
 
RECE IVE  T I C K E T  O F F E R S  
Ausdance NSW members receive regular discounted ticket offers to dance productions, including 
the following venues, organizations and productions: Riverside Theatre, Performance Space, 
Carriageworks, Bring It On, Sydney Festival, NAISDA, Carmen, FORM Dance Projects and 
ReadyMade Works. 
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Video Advocacy Project - Quotes 
 

 
The following are quotes recorded by Ausdance NSW members during the Ausdance NSW ‘A 
Glance at Dance’ 2015. 
 
 
"Ausdance NSW especially, is really proactive in so many ways  and I really am so happy to be a 
part of it... Ausdance NSW gets me, gets my vision and is really there to support the process, the 
engagement and the possibilities."  
 
- Philip Channells,  Dance Integrated Australia 
 
"You can find out about what other people are doing, resources,  different projects and programs. 
It helps you feel more connected."  
 
 - Jo Clancy,  Wagana Aboriginal Dancers 
 
"If we took away Ausdance, we would be losing a number of masterclasses, a number of  
residencies, a number  of opportunities... If we want to keep arts and culture within our own  
country, Ausdance NSW is one of those things that we need. To remove that would mean            
removing arts and culture."  
 
- Thomas E.S. Kelly,  Independent Dance Artist 
 
"It's about advocating for sustainability and the future,  because I think dance is incredibly              
important  to our creativity"  
 
- Sam Chester 
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Ausdance NSW is supported by the NSW Government through Arts NSW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you to our Dance Artists in Residence (DAIR) partners, Ausralian College of 
Physical Education and ReadyMade Works, for their contribution and support. 

 

 

 

JOIN AUSDANCE NSW 

Ausdance NSW 

Level 3, 10 Hickson Road 

THE ROCKS, NSW 2000 

Phone: 98264800 

Email: admin@dance.net.au 

Website: www.ausdancensw.com.au 

 

 

 

Ausdance NSW recognizes the traditional custodians of the lands on which we live and dance. 


